Don't Forget
Note the date and replace your filter cartridges every 6 months.

• Conforms to NSF/ANSI 53 for VOC reduction. See performance data sheet for individual contaminants and reduction performance.
• Systems certified of cyst reduction may be used on disinfected waters that may contain filterable cysts.
• Rated capacity: 500 Gallons

Model PC CFR2000
Replacement Cartridge Instructions
for use with PC CWF2000 and PC UCC2000

*not covered by NSF certification
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1. Place the filter system on a flat surface and remove the threaded filter caps by turning in the direction of the arrows (Fig. A). Note: if caps are too tight to loosen by hand, remove the hose by pressing and holding down the gray collet ring while pulling the hose out, then place an 17mm socket wrench over the hex-nut in the center of the cap. Turn wrench in direction of arrows to loosen (Fig. B).

2. Remove old filter cartridges and dispose of them in the trash. Reuse existing large O-rings as they have a 10-year lifecycle. Note: the filter cartridges pose no environmental hazard and are biodegradable.

3. Install the new filter cartridges. • Insert the “A” cartridge with the nipple-end first. • Install the “B” cartridge by inserting the nipple into the “B” cap, ensuring o-ring is in place (Fig. C).

4. Tighten the threaded filter caps firmly in the opposite direction of the arrows shown on the caps • The “A” cap will tighten by turning it to the left • The “B” cap will tighten by turning it to the right

5. Turn on the cold water and check for leaks with the filter still lying flat • If leaks are noticed, repeat step 4 • If no leaks are noticed, return the filter to the upright position and allow the water to run for 10 minutes until all cloudiness and discoloration have disappeared

6. Enjoy the benefits of drinking clean, healthy water!

Do not use with water that is microbiologically unsafe or of unknown quality without adequate disinfection before or after the system. Systems certified for cyst reduction may be used on disinfected waters that may contain filterable cysts.